Abstract. The specificity of the development of the research traditions of the
cognitive linguistics and sociolinguistics is considered in the article. The
problems of understanding everyday language at the present stage of the science
development are substantiated. The current state of the development of the eth-
nomethodological approach, the role of non-verbal communications in everyday
communication is analyzed. The author substantiates the nature of the social ac-
tion, peculiarities of functioning and interaction of the social actors through sym-
bols and meanings. The author analyzes the developed models of the communica-
tion interaction by W. Schramm, D. McQuail, J. Grunig, T. Hunt, Y. Habermas,
N. Luman. The content of one of the key concepts of the sociolinguistics — “linguistic situation”, which is defined as a set of forms of existence of the language (languages, regional koiné, territorial and social dialects) is revealed. The author notes that special attention is paid in the contemporary sociolinguistics to the question of the connection and interaction of the language and culture. The features of the development of the cognitive linguistics as a linguistic trend, which considers the functioning of the language as a kind of cognitive, that is, knowing, activity, and examines the cognitive mechanisms and structures of the human consciousness through linguistic phenomena. The author confirms the basic hypothesis of the cognitive science that the thinking processes can be interpreted as processes of processing and transformation of the mental representations. The author draws on the ideas of the main proponent and representative of the cognitive sociology — American sociologist Aaron Cicourel. Also — substantiates the content of the works of the French sociologist J. Padioleau and the concepts of sociolinguistics A. Meiller, F. Boas, E. Sapir, V. Mathesius, B. Gavranek, J. Vachek and others, who made a significant contribution to the identification of the role of the social factors in the development of the languages and demonstrated the link between the language and the social processes and the social role of the literary language.
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риканського соціолога Аарона Сікурела. Також обґрунтовується зміст праць французького соціолога Ж. Подьоло та концепції соціолінгвістики А. Мейє, Ф. Боаса, Е. Сепіра, В. Матезиуса, Б. Гавранека, Й. Вахека та ін., які зробили істотний внесок у виявлення ролі соціальних чинників у розвитку мови та продемонстриравали зв’язок мови із соціальними процесами, а також соціальну роль літературної мови.
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ИССЛЕДОВАТЕЛЬСКИЕ ТРАДИЦИИ КОГНИТИВНОЙ
СОЦИОЛОГИИ И СОЦИОЛИНГВИСТИКИ — ЯЗЫК
И ЗНАЧЕНИЕ В СОЦИАЛЬНОМ ВЗАИМОДЕЙСТВИИ

Аннотация. Рассмотрена специфика развития исследовательских традиций когнитивной лингвистики и социолингвистики. Обозначены проблемы понимания обыденного языка на современном этапе развития науки. Анализируется современное состояние этнотерриториального подхода, роли невербальных коммуникаций в повседневном общении. Обоснованы природа социального действия, особенности функционирования и взаимодействия социальных акторов с помощью символов и значений. Автор анализирует разработанные модели коммуникационного взаимодействия В. Шрама, Д. Маккуейла, Дж. Грунига, Т. Ханта, Ю. Хабермаса, Н. Лумана. Раскрыто содержание одного из ключевых понятий социолингвистики — “языковая situation”, которое определяется как совокупность форм существования языка (языков, региональных койне, территориальных и социальных диалектов). Особое внимание в современной социолингвистике уделяется вопросу о связи и взаимодействии языка с культурой. Также рассмотрены особенности развития когнитивной лингвистики как языковедческого направления, которое рассматривает функционирование языка как разновидность когнитивного, то есть познавательной деятельности, а когнитивные механизмы и структура человеческого сознания — через языковые явления. Подтверждается основная гипотеза когнитивной науки, что мыслительные процессы можно трактовать как процессы обработки и превращения ментальных репрезентаций. Рассмотрены идеи основного сторонника и представителя когнитивной социологии — американского социолога Аарона Сікурела. Также обосновано содержание работ французского социолога Ж. Подьоло и концепции социолингвистики А. Мейе, Ф. Боаса, Э. Сепира, В. Матезиуса, Б. Гавранека, И. Вахека и других, которые внесли существенный вклад в выявление роли социальных факторов в развитии языка, продемонстрировали связь языка с социальными процессами и социальную роль литературного языка.

Ключевые слова: язык, социальное взаимодействие, когнитивная социология, социолингвистика, коммуникация, социальные действия, символы, значение, языковая situation.
**Formulation of the problem.** This study analyzes the problem of developing such important scientific areas of the language research as:

Formation and development of the everyday communication practices in the structure of the contemporary cultural transformations;

Determination of the linguistic situation and processes of interaction between the language and culture;

Interpreting the mechanisms of the cognitive language rethinking through the sociolinguistic analysis and cognitive sociology.

At the present stage of the scientific knowledge of language, as an integral part of people’s cultural development, the scholars have not yet reached a consensus on the study of the language in the general theory. All this is expressed in the pluralism of thoughts, ideas and determinations of the definitions in the modern multiparadigmal space of science. The features of the cultural diversity, national approaches, and schools that are linked to the language studies create the basis for endless analysis and empirical rethinking of the phenomenon. Which in turn complicates the very process of researching, reflecting and understanding the socio-cultural changes that occur in the everyday communicative practices. For example, at this stage in the development of the cognitive sociology and sociolinguistics, the emphasis of research has shifted than at the beginning of the emergence of these scientific lines of the language research. After all, the tremendous changes that have taken place over 100 years of the social development and scientific formation – form quite different determinants of the senses and meanings of this object-subject research.

In our view, the postmodern world is different from the modern world in that modernity is the world to which all the humanity must come, and post-modernity is the world in which humanity can move to a new milestone of the social development. Therefore, for the researchers of the social world the task is to predict the possibilities of shaping the modern world for all the mankind and the features of the development of the postmodern reality.

Based on the principles of the modern language research, the contemporary postmodern development tendencies are expanded by interpretations of the senses and meanings. New social and theoretical constructs are being constructed, which do not always become part of the scientific revolution and social reality, and only with the passage of time do they become institutionalized in the science and life.

**Analysis of the recent research and publications.** The fundamentals of the sociological research in the USSR were laid in the 20-30’s and 20th century, the works of the Soviet scientists L. P. Yakubinsky, V.V. Vinohradov, B. A. Larin, V.M. Zhirmunsky, H. A. Shor, M. V. Serhiyevsky, E. D. Polivanov, who studied the language as a social phenomenon on the basis of Marxist understanding of the language as a social phenomenon and historical and materialistic principles of the analysis of the social relations. Basic ideas for the contemporary sociolinguistics were also prepared by the works of the representatives of the sociological field in the French linguistics (A. Maye), who made a significant contribution to the identification of the
role of the social factors in the language development; the works of the American ethno-linguists who developed the ideas of F. Boas and E. Sapir in connection with the linguistic and socio-cultural systems; the works of the representatives of the Prague Linguistic School — V. Mathesius, B. Gavranek, I. Vakhek, who demonstrated the connection of the language with the social processes and the social role of the literary language; the research by the German scholars, especially T. Frings and the Leipzig school he founded, which substantiated the socio-historical approach to language and the need to include the social dimension in dialectology; the original works in the field of linguistic situation and culture of speech of the Japanese school of the “linguistic existence”.

In the 1960’s and 1970’s the interest in the sociological problems of the language grew in connection with, on the one hand, the needs of the modern society, for which the problems of the language policy and other practical aspects of the sociolinguistics became increasingly relevant, and, on the other, the critique of the structural linguistics with the desire to overcome the limited immanent approach to language and to penetrate more deeply into the nature of the language as a social phenomenon.

The sociolinguistic trends developed by the scientists from different countries are characterized by different methodological orientations. Some areas of the foreign sociolinguistics (for example, in the USA) focus on the behaviourist model of linguistic behaviour, symbolic-interactionist theory of the social interaction, phenomenological sociology. The sociolinguistics developed in the USSR and some other countries relied primarily on the historical materialism and private theories of the Marxist sociology — the theory of the social structure of the society, the theory of the social systems, the sociology of the personality, etc.

However, it should be noted that sociology views the communication as a socially conditioned type of the human activity. Psychology examines the process of establishing and developing contacts between the people for the purpose of sharing information. Linguists present the communication process as an actualization of the communicative function of the language in particular linguistic situations. The main element of the language communication is the mechanism by which the process of transmission and perception of the information is translated into a socially significant result of personal and mass influence. In the sociolinguistic aspect it is necessary to study first of all the peculiarities of the language functioning in the context of the mass social communication.

Here in the foreground, for our study, comes the concept of “linguistic situation”, which we interpret as a set of forms of existence of the language (languages, regional koine, territorial and social dialects). Which, in turn, defines different methodological approaches to the study of the language and values in the social interaction. With the changing of the linguistic situation — the culture changes, which in turn changes the language and meaning itself. With globalization new conditions for the language development are being created. There is an increasing amount of borrowing along the lines
of the cultural information dissemination, the so-called sharing mechanisms, and feedback, which is important in today’s cultural and informational space. Cultural diffusion is increasingly occurring — the spatial spread of the cultural achievements of one society into another. With the development of the cultural dynamics — there is a development of the modern world, and the intensity of these dynamics in the modern world is striking in scale. The explosion of the information — the rapid increase in the number of publications or the volume of data and the resulting effect — has become the driving force behind the culture of the intellectuals of the modern world. For the five previous years the humanity has produced more information than ever before. In our opinion, it significantly complicates the possibilities of the critical study of the language and values in the social interaction — at the present stage of the scientific development.

The modern field of study of the language and communication is based on different approaches, F. V. Sharkov identifies several approaches [1]. The first methodological approach is based on the classical positivist methodology of the subject-object dispositions. It is represented by the concepts of the structural functionalism, systemic approach, informational society, technological determinism, computer futurology, etc. The ontology of the social communications in this approach is based on systemic connections and functions. The communication technologies have the task of constructing the desired image of the subject and certain social connections in the system. This approach is comparable to the principle of the classical cybernetics, which implies tight control over the behaviour of the system, which eliminates all the unnecessary interconnections [1].

Obviously, various communication models are constructed by function, content, form, goals and objectives. The following models of communication find practical application in the integrative systems today:

1. The authoritarian model, described by W. Schramm and D. McQuail, is based on the maximum restriction on freedom of the information and tight administrative and managerial control over media activity [2, P. 148].

2. The bilateral asymmetric model is one of the four models proposed by J. Grunig and T. Hunt that emerged in the 1920s of the 20th century, incorporating feedback that preserves the power of the communicator over the communication, which creates a certain asymmetry [3].

3. The bilateral symmetric model — originated in the 60–70s of the 20th century, described by J. Grunig and T. Hunt [3], it states that the symmetry is achieved by a balanced relationship between the recipient and the sender of the message.

4. The non-classical methodology — based on a cognitive model of the subject-object relations about an object. The author of this methodology, the German philosopher Y. Habermas, prefers the positive science in the study of the social subjects. As a tool for realizing people’s practical interests, he views interpersonal “interactions” (communication) as a way of emancipation, liberation from all kinds of influence (politics, economics, etc.) and coercion. Y. Habermas distinguish—
es “true” communications from “false” communications, trying to justify the “technical rationality” of transferring the technical means and methods to the interpersonal communications [4, p. 115].

The post-non-classical approach — based on the works of N. Luman, it reduces the nature of the social to the subject-subject relations, excluding objectivity. The society is regarded as a network of communications, and communications have the opportunity to self-describe the society and its self-reproduction (principles of self-referentiality and autopoiesis of N. Luman). The communication in this case appears as an active self-organized environment, where the simplest social-communication systems are formed through mutual coordination of the actions and experiences of the participants of the communication. The society covers all the actions that can be compared to each other in the communication. Action is understood as a true element of the social system, which is produced and perceived in it in relation (communication) with other actions-events [5].

However, as we have already noted, in the sociological discourse of the language analysis and communication interaction there is a tradition of a plural infinite world of models: starting with the Aristotle’s model (“Speaker-Speech-Audience”) and ending with the M. McLuhan’s theory of communication. All these models can be relatively reduced to macro and micro level analysis. Macro-level communication models (theories) are much lesser than micro-level analysis. Which speaks to the complexity of the fundamental reflection of communication in the social systems on a global scale — in their traditional sense.

**Formulation of the purposes (goal) of the article.** Therefore, based on a meaningful analysis of the above theoretical principles, the goal of this article is to substantively systematize the problems that exist in the structure of understanding of the cognitive sociology and sociolinguistics. And the analysis of the reflection in the scientific discourse of the traditional contradictions of the language research and the meaning in the social interaction.

To meet this goal, we set out to analyze the ideas of the cognitive sociology of the American sociologist A. Cicourel, J. Padioleau, and the traditional approaches of the sociolinguistic direction of research. Based on the analysis of the works of A. Cicourel — we found:

1. There are three stages to the construction of the social reality by the people (subjects). The first stage is the subjective organization and classification of “empiricism” (experience) in the simple (elementary) acts of “speaking”, the second stage is the manifestation of the “theoretical concepts”, the third stage is related to the subjective analysis of the conversation or text.

2. The main concepts for the cognitive sociology are:
   - methods of interpretation, “aiming to connect the ideas of phenomenology and ethnomethodology and to relate them to works relating to the use of language, memory and attention, or in general to everything related to the field of information processing;
   - interactional competence, “which helps to clarify the relationship be-
between the cognitive processes, the emergence of contexts, and accounting dictionaries”.

3. A. Cicourel as a whole remained far from overcoming the interactionist approach and establishing new forms of communication with the macrosocial aspects of the reality. Reflecting on a common tradition — the one we gave you earlier.

4. The sociological analysis also extends to the field of the non-verbal communication (through the study of the language of the deaf), which is not reducible to the model of the verbal communication. A. Cicourel reveals the fact that the actors and researchers in their cognitive activity are forced to rely on the common methods of interpretation. A researcher “can make his observations objective only if he explains the peculiarities of the methods of interpretation and its dependence on them, that is, if his research activities are complete”. Thus, the pursuit of the scientific objectivity in the social sciences implies a need for sociological reflexivity. Finally, the question arises about the connection with macrosocial aspects, since it is about “explicating the role of the knowledge and context in the study of the social structure”. In particular, through the procedures of “acquiring a social structure” in the course of socialization [6, p. 36-38].

5. According to A. Cicourel, “the representatives of microsociology can not be limited to the study of the social interaction as a local and self-sufficient product, just as the theorists of macrosociology can not ignore the microprocesses” [7].

In the mid-80s in France one could observe an increased interest in the cognitive dimension of the social action. In this connection, among others, one can call the works of Jean Padioleau or Bernard Conen, which, however, raise issues more characteristic of the cognitive sciences (including, in particular, the biological, psychological, linguistic sciences, as well as the science of the artificial intelligence). But given the nature of the dialogue that Jean Padioleau and Bernard Conen engage in with the cognitive sciences, one might ask whether we are at risk when, for example, trying to establish points of contact with ethology, to fall into naturalism that tries to build the social sciences in the image of natural sciences? This question remains open for further study.

The French sociologist J. Padioleau tried to solve one of the most difficult social problems, the problem of the social order, using a cognitive approach. In his view, the nature of the social action is cognitive, and the social actor is a “sociological, cognitive” person who creates his or her social representations through symbols and meanings. Under a symbol he means that “represents another thing: the symbol takes the place of another object, replaces it or evokes a memory of it” [8].

The collective interdependence of the actions of the people, according to Padioleau, is conditioned by mutual expectations. Collective actions involve the consent of the partners regarding the rules of the decision making. However, from a cognitive perspective, the consensus does not come down to a simple agreement between the individuals. It arises in the coordination of the mutual perception by the social actors in relation to a particular subject.
Cognitive sociology, therefore, helps to define the interesting tradition of theoretically constructing a combination of the macro and micro world-views of the language, symbols and meanings. Although this area of science has not acquired universal institutionalization, and is not particularly popular in the scientific world (rather than cognitive psychology), it is important in interpreting the traditional views of the language and meaning in the social interaction. In our view, cognitive sociology needs more in-depth reflection and thorough analysis in order to develop the social sciences in a postmodern outlook. After all, based on our research, we confirm the basic hypothesis of the cognitive science that thinking processes can be interpreted as processes of processing and transformation of the mental representations, which is a kind of tradition of the analysis.

Another important area of the language analysis is sociolinguistics, which studies the impact of the social phenomena and processes on the emergence, development, social and functional differentiation and functioning of the languages, as well as the reverse effect of the language on the society. Sociolinguistics originated in the field of linguistics, sociology, social psychology and ethnography in the second half of the 20th century.

Unlike the non-linguistic branch of the sociology of language, which aims to explain the social and political phenomena based on linguistic facts, the sociology elucidates the functional nature of the language in the society. The need for isolation of the sociolinguistics in the system of linguistic disciplines was caused not only by the internal factors of generalization and systematization of the aspects of communication between the language and society, but also by external factors — above all, by the process of decolonization and the creation of numerous independent states, which needed to resolve its urgent issues and relations with other languages within the independent states.

The term “sociolinguistics” was introduced in 1952 by the American sociologist H. Curry. The official date of origin of this industry is 1963, in which the Committee on Sociolinguistics was formed in the United States. In the 70's courses in sociolinguistics were officially included in the programs of the American universities.

The forerunner of the sociolinguistics was the sociological trend in linguistics. In it, the language was considered primarily as a means of communication and human activity in the society, taking into account social status and the role of the individual; it eclectically combined the methodologically diverse ideas of the Enlightenment philosophy, the psychological direction of the linguistics, Marxist philosophy, the philosophy of positivism, but its task was clearly aimed at the social nature of the language, its communicative function, the relationship of the language and the society, the language and the socially engaged individual.
Representatives of the sociological direction of linguistics (France — A. Maye, F. Bruno; Switzerland — S. Bally, A. Seche; United Kingdom — J. Fors, USA — U. Wittney, E. Sepir, B. Worf; Czech Republic — V. Mathezius, USSR — L. Shcherba, L. Yakubinsky, E. Polivanov, V. Zhirmundsky, B. Larin, M. Marr, G. Vinokur) investigated the place and role of the language in the society, functional stratification of the language, communication of the languages and cultures, the functioning of the language in different social situations, the connection between the language, society and personality; explained the causes of the language changes and the evolution of the languages by the social factors, in particular, the differentiation of the languages — the displacement of the peoples, the unification — the wars, the evolution of the language — the complication of the social relations, the sound changes — the pragmatic needs of the society as a convenience of pronunciation.

Researchers distinguish three trends in the modern sociolinguistics:

1) the first is focused on sociology (examines the norms of the language use, the goal of choosing the language options, diglossia, bilingualism, the theory of gyrus codes from various social determinants),

2) the second focuses on linguistics and examines the heterogeneity of the language system in terms of social settings, as well as the relationship of the language changes to social conditions;

3) the third has ethnographic and methodological orientation [9].

The main vectors of the sociolinguistic research are the problems of the linguistic situation, the language collective, the social functions of the language, its forms of existence in the society, the social differentiation of the languages depending on the diversity of the social strata (stratification) and social situations (situational), bilingualism, pollinguism, linguistic mixing, linguistic policy, norms, linguistic construction.

There are the following sociolinguistic directions:

1) macro-sociolinguistics, which studies the linguistic situations in the states, regions, groups, analyzes the language contacts and their consequences, observes the language conflicts and language changes depending on the social changes, explores the social differentiation of the national languages, bilingualism, normalization and codification of the language, language policy and construction;

2) micro-sociolinguistics, which focuses on individual speech or speech of the micro-groups, the rules and norms of its implementation, on the acquisition of communicative competence and its effective use, in relation of the individuals to the language [10].

Therefore, in the context of the development of the sociolinguistics, we can again see the tradition of separating the macro and micro-levels of research, without mentioning the so-called meso-level. Which emphasizes the form of the general scientific theorizing in the contemporary sociological discourse. In most cases, such binaries are caused by the nature of the scientific knowledge, the cognitive methods of inquiry that follow from the tradition of objectivist and subjectivist socio-philosophical directions. Nominalism and realism build a tradition of learning the
language and meaning as a form of representation of micro (individual development) and macro (collective development). In our view, only a synthesis of these two worldviews and traditions can lead to a profound change in the traditional analysis in the postmodern scientific discourse.

**Conclusions and prospects for further research.** 1. Cognitive sociology and sociolinguistics are elements of the traditional scientific analysis of the language and meanings, senses that are built on the knowledge of macro and micro-levels of the social reality. 2. The modern sociological interpretations of the language in the models and theories of the communication interaction are based on the ideologies of the classical and non-classical research methodology. The basis is the positivist direction of the study, which speaks about the complexity of the fundamental reflection of the communication in the social systems at the global postmodern level — in their traditional sense. 3. The language as a social phenomenon has traditionally been associated with a multi-paradigmatic scientific system of explanations for its meanings, which are interpreted through such connections in the social reality as: language and society; language and personality; language and culture; language and ethnicity; language — territorial and social dialects; language and wars; and other. Which reflects a certain “linguistic situation” — the tradition of the scientific study of its forms and meanings. The study of the traditional views on language and meaning allows us to establish what is particularly important in understanding these phenomena — a sociological reflection that allows us to distinguish the synergistic models of the plural interpretations. Which in turn substantiates the general tendencies and traditions of further study of the language and meanings.

The prospect of further research is determined at the root of the traditions of the socio-philosophical theorizing, which deliberately creates all the conditions for the diversity of the models of studies of the macro and micro-levels of the social reality. Allows you to find endless forms of interpretation and reflection on the object and subject under the study. Important for the development of the scientific methodology are the study of language and meanings in the information society in the face of the rapid changes and the spread of various forms of mass communication produced by the information and communication technologies. The modern tradition should be guided by the futurological basis of the study of linguistic cultural codes both in the information space of communication between the individuals and in the measurement of the social interactions caused by the development of globalization. In our view, the researchers need to come to a consensus (as noted by Y. Habermas in his theory of communicative action) of the use of the cognitive sociology and sociolinguistics, and to bring it to life by forming new postmodern traditions and models of the social reality research.
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